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For this part of the  trial we are very grateful for the assistance of the  

for allowing us to use their software. 

 
All screenshots taken from the software for illustrative purposes in this user guide 

are copyright of Neuro Orthopaedic Institute & Noigroup Publications. 

 

SETTING UP YOUR ACCOUNT 

You will have done this with the researcher in your second session (Week 2).  

You will use your personal email address to create an account and a password.  

You will have received three emails from NOI.  

1. Informing you that you now have a NOI account 

2. Informing you that you are now able to use your account details to access the 

noigroup website 

3. Informing you that the researcher has requested you to connect.  

 This is because the researcher created the account for you and so that 

we can monitor your progress  

 The researchers at NeuRA can only see your results; they can’t control 

your account or access any other aspect of your account.  

You will log-in to  using your new account details and accept the 

connection request from the researcher.  

You are now ready to start using   the researcher will take you 

through this in your second session (week 2).  
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The rest of this guide is a reminder/guide for how to use at home as 

part of your home training program.  

 

LOGGING IN TO YOUR ACCOUNT 

Go to www.noigroup.com/recognise 

Enter your email and password and click that you agree with the terms and 
conditions (you will need to do this each time).  

After logging in you’ll be asked to choose your time zone by scrolling down the list. 

This is important for tracking results. Please select AEST or AEDT (depending on 

the time of year).  

When you have logged in you will see a page similar to this: 

 

 

  

http://www.noigroup.com/recognise
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STARTING UP A LEFT/RIGHT RECOGNISE TEST 

Click ‘Tests’ in the top right menu. You’ll be taken to the set up page. 

 
Choose ‘left & right’ 

Choose “vanilla” 

Choose “backs” 

Choose “20 images” and display for “5 seconds” 

Click on “Save to list” 

When you are ready click “Start” 

 

The software will then ask you to record your pain level before you start. You don’t 

need to do this so click ‘Continue with test and don’t record my pain level.’ 

You will have noticed that there are other options other than “vanilla” or “backs” – 

don’t worry about these. This trial is only about training the ability to distinguish left 

or right for the back. If you progress over the course of the training and are 

consistently getting 100%, then talk to the researcher about selecting options other 

than “vanilla” or “backs”.  
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LEFT ‘A’, RIGHT ‘D’ 

Have your fingers ready on either the ‘left’ 

and ‘right’ arrows or ‘A’ for left or ‘D’ for right. 

You will be presented with sample left and 

right images at the start of each test as a 

quick practice run.  

 

As quickly and accurately as possible click to 

indicate your first impression of whether the 

image on the screen is twisted, turned or 

moved to the left or right. 

TEST COMPLETE 

This is the first screen you’ll see once you’ve completed your test. It is a summary of 

your speed and accuracy. 

 

Next you can: 

a) Take the same test again: 

You will get a different set of images to allow you to practice. Keep doing as many 

as you have been asked to for your home training!! 
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b) View more results: 

This will take you to the full results screen to see how you have progressed with 

practice. This is a good way to motivate yourself to keep improving.  

 

Broad suggestions for normal responses: 

Accuracy of 90% and above is what you should be aiming for.  

A speed of 1.6 seconds +/- 0.5 sec appears quite normal for backs 

Accuracies and response times should be reasonably equal for the left and right 

Results should be stable (eg they don't fade out with stress), and consistent for at 

least a week.  
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Your training program:  

Your efforts at doing this training at home are the most important part of the 

treatment.  

Start off your training in Week 2 with 

 ‘vanilla’ images of backs 

 5 seconds per image 

 sets of 20 images  

Start off doing at least 5 sets each day.  

Aim for > 90% accuracy.  

You progress when you are able to maintain the same results for one week.  

Then;  

Reduce the time per image by 1 second to 4 seconds.  

Aim for > 90% accuracy like before  

Progress to 3 seconds when you are able to maintain results better than 90% for one 

week.  

Progress to 2 seconds when you are able to maintain results better than 90% for one 

week.  

 

If you can maintain results better than 90% for one week, with 2 seconds per image, 

you are ready for the next stage.  

The next stage involves selecting ‘context’ images instead of ‘vanilla’.  

Once again;  

 5 seconds per image 

 sets of 20 images  

 5 sets each day 

Aim for > 90% accuracy as before and decrease the time per image by 1 second 

once you can maintain this for one week.  

Same progression as before 

If you achieve > 90% accuracy, for one week, using ‘context’ images, with 2 seconds 

per image…then please notify the researcher at your next session.  

 


